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Abstract: In this study, a rotating gliding arc (RGA) plasma reactor co-driven by a magnetic field 11	

and tangential flow has been investigated for the reforming of toluene as a tar surrogate from the 12	

gasification of biomass or waste. The effect of steam and CO2 addition on the reaction performance 13	

of the plasma tar reforming process has been evaluated in terms of the conversion of toluene, gas 14	

production and energy efficiency. The presence of CO2 in the reaction suppresses the conversion of 15	

toluene. By contrast, adding an appropriate amount of steam to the reforming process significantly 16	

enhances the conversion of toluene, while further increasing steam concentration reduces the 17	

conversion of toluene. The maximum toluene conversion of 85.2% is achieved at an optimal steam 18	

concentration of 16%. Optical emission spectroscopic (OES) diagnostics have been used to 19	

understand the generation of reactive species contributed to the conversion of toluene and reaction 20	

intermediates in the plasma reforming process. The possible reaction pathways and mechanisms have 21	
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been discussed based on the analysis of gases and condensed liquid by-products combined with the 1	

emission spectra of the plasma in the presence or absence of steam and CO2. 2	

Keywords: Tar reforming; toluene; rotating gliding arc; non-thermal plasma; mechanisms 3	

 4	

 5	

1. Introduction 6	

The increasing depletion of fossil fuels and growing awareness of global warming is pushing up 7	

the development of biomass or municipal solid waste (MSW) utilization technology [1, 2]. 8	

Gasification, which is performed by partial oxidation of the carbon contained in biomass or MSW 9	

with a controlled oxidant amount, is considered as one of the most sustainable and promising 10	

thermochemical processes for biomass and MSW utilization. Gasification enables a high-efficiency 11	

conversion of biomass or MSW into value-added syngas mainly consisting of H2, CO and CH4, 12	

providing high flexibility for the generation of heat and electricity, or the synthesis of value-added 13	

platform chemicals and synthetic fuels [3, 4]. However, the producer gas is inevitably contaminated 14	

by some undesired impurities, such as tars, particulates, alkali metals and acid gases, of which the 15	

contamination by tars is a key challenge in the gasification of biomass or waste. As the presence of 16	

tars in the producer gas can cause fouling, obstruction and corrosion in downstream equipment, 17	

limiting the use of producer gas for energy applications [5-7].  18	

Tar is a generic complex mixture of condensable hydrocarbons, including aromatics as well as 19	

multiple ring polycyclic aromatic compounds (PAHs) that may contain hetero-atoms, such as sulphur 20	

and nitrogen, and may be partly oxidized. A widely accepted definition of tar refers to ‘all organic 21	

contaminants with a molecular weight larger than benzene’ [8]. Typically, the tar content of producer 22	

gas varies from 0.5 to 100 g/Nm3, depending on the type of gasifiers, with a co-current flow of fuel 23	
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and oxidant minimizing tars and counter-current operation favouring fuel economy, yet producing 1	

dirtier gas, since it contains the volatile matter of the feedstock. Most applications of producer gas 2	

require a low tar content. For instance, the tolerance of internal combustion engines for tars is well 3	

below 100 mg/Nm3. As for gas turbines, this constraint becomes even stricter, with a limit of 5 4	

mg/Nm3 [8-10]. Thus, effective removal and conversion of tars from raw producer gas are of great 5	

importance for the gasification process.  6	

Removing tars from producer gas can be accomplished through mechanical separation, including 7	

filters, cyclones, scrubbers, and electrostatic precipitators [10]. Physical methods may remove part of 8	

tars together with captured particulates. However, the chemical energy contained in the tars is lost, 9	

reducing the efficiency of the gasification process. Additionally, wet gas cleaning generates large 10	

amounts of contaminated water, requiring downstream treatment or recycling [5, 11]. Thermal or 11	

catalytic cracking can convert tars into light gases. However, high temperatures (>1000 oC) are 12	

required for thermal cracking to achieve sufficient tar destruction in a realistic residence time [12], 13	

incurring high energy cost and production of agglomerated soot particles [13]. Catalytic cracking can 14	

operate at the temperature of the gasifier [10]. Various catalysts have been explored for tar reforming, 15	

including Ni- or other metal-based catalysts, basic and acid catalysts, and activated carbon [14-19]. 16	

Unfortunately, most catalysts can be easily fouled by coke formation or poisoned by sulphur and 17	

chlorine compounds. Finding cost-effective and stable catalysts remains a major challenge for 18	

catalytic cracking of tars from gasification.  19	

Non-thermal plasmas have been regarded as a promising technology for the effective destruction 20	

and conversion of tars from the gasification of biomass or MSW. Plasmas are normally subdivided 21	

into thermal plasma and non-thermal plasma. Thermal plasma has a gas temperature of higher than 22	

104 K but lacks chemical selectivity because of the equilibration state between the electrons and heavy 23	
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gas molecules. In non-thermal plasmas, the gas temperature (normally lower than 1500K) is much 1	

lower in comparison to the electron temperature (normally 1-5 eV, 1eV ≈ 104 K), which means the 2	

energy input can be used to promote specific chemical reactions without heating the system. In a non-3	

thermal plasma process, reactive species such as energetic electrons, ions, free radicals, excited 4	

molecules or atoms, are present and initiate a variety of chemical reactions [20-23]. In addition, the 5	

plasma reforming process can be switched on and off quickly due to its instant reaction initiation with 6	

a high reaction rate. Moreover, non-thermal plasma can operate under mild conditions (atmospheric 7	

pressure and low temperature) and shows the merits of low investment and easy operation etc. 8	

However, very limited efforts have been devoted to the investigation of tar reforming using non-9	

thermal plasmas. A few non-thermal plasma processes have been proposed for the conversion of 10	

model tar compounds (e.g., toluene and naphthalene) using nitrogen as a carrier gas, including corona 11	

discharge [24, 25], microwave discharge [26], dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) [27] and gliding arc 12	

(GA) discharge [28, 29]. These studies demonstrated the promising potential of using non-thermal 13	

plasma processes for tar reforming, but still facing challenges such as carbon deposition, 14	

polymerization, low processing capacity and low energy efficiency. Moreover, the influence of 15	

oxidative components (e.g. steam and carbon dioxide), which exist intrinsically in the producer gas, 16	

on the plasma reforming of tar model compounds is still unclear. Significant fundamental researches 17	

are still required to further enhance the conversion of tars and energy efficiency of the process through 18	

the design and development of new reactor concepts with enhanced processing capacity and flexibility. 19	

Among different non-thermal plasma systems, gliding arc discharge is one of the most attractive 20	

because it can simultaneously provide a relatively high energy density, high electron temperature, 21	

good chemical selectivity, and low energy consumption [30-32], providing high flexibility to work in 22	

a wide range of reactant flow rates (up to 20 L/min in laboratory scale) and plasma power levels (up 23	
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to several kW) [33]. However, in a traditional flat gliding arc discharge that consists of two divergent 1	

knife-shaped electrodes, the feed flow rates have to be quite high (e.g., 10-20 L/min) to maintain the 2	

gliding arc, which thus leads to a short residence time of reactant [34-36]. More importantly, a quasi-3	

two-dimensional plasma reaction area that is confined by the flat electrodes leads to a limited fraction 4	

of the gas flow that processed by the plasma (e.g., around 20% depending on the reactor geometry) 5	

[36, 37].  6	

To solve these problems, three-dimensional rotating gliding arc (RGA) reactors have been 7	

proposed, which can be driven by either magnetic field [38] or tangential flow [39]. Compared with 8	

traditional flat gliding arc discharge, the RGA reactor could provide a stable and large three-9	

dimensional plasma zone for chemical reactions by creating a rotating “plasma disc” area with certain 10	

axial thickness. In this way, the plasma area can be enhanced with an elongated residence time of 11	

reactants. In this study, an updated rotating gliding arc plasma reactor co-driven by a magnetic field 12	

and tangential flow has been developed for the conversion of toluene as a tar surrogate from 13	

gasification. Toluene is commonly studied as a model tar compound both in plasma process [27, 28, 14	

40, 41] and in traditional reforming process [42, 43], as it is stable and a good representative of 15	

aromatic compound. In addition, it is less harmful and has a simple structure and low boiling point, 16	

thus offering convenience for a good performance of the experiments. The RGA reactor can generate 17	

a synergetic effect resulted from the combination of a swirling flow and a Lorentz force, providing a 18	

steadier rotating arc volume with enhanced rotation frequency (up to 100 rotations per second) over 19	

a wider flow rate range (e.g., 0.05-40 L/min) [44]. It has been evidenced that the arc stability and 20	

rotating frequency can be increased under the effect of Lorentz force or swirling flow [45, 46]. Our 21	

previous study showed that the RGA reactor could provide a maximum tar conversion of over 95%, 22	

in a toluene destruction process in N2 flow [47]. H2 and C2H2 are the major gas products with 23	
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selectivity of up to 39.4% and 27.0%, respectively. 1	

It is well known that steam and carbon dioxide exist intrinsically in the producer gas with high 2	

content, and thus can react with tar compounds. However, the effects of steam and carbon dioxide on 3	

the reaction performance of plasma tar destruction have been scarcely investigated. Therefore, this 4	

work aims to evaluate the performance of the attractive RGA plasma system for model tar compound 5	

reforming in the oxidative atmosphere, with a specific focus on the effect of steam and carbon dioxide. 6	

Optical emission spectroscopic (OES) diagnostics have been used to get new insights into the 7	

formation of a range of reactive species generated in the plasma reforming process in the presence 8	

and absence of steam and CO2. The plausible reaction pathways and mechanisms in the plasma 9	

reforming of tar model compound have been proposed and discussed based on the analysis of gas and 10	

liquid products combined with OES diagnostics. These works are expected to advance the industrial-11	

scale application of this promising process. 12	

	13	

2. Experimental 14	

Equipment. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. The RGA reactor 15	

comprises a plasma reaction zone generated between a conical inner electrode (anode) and a 16	

cylindrical grounded outer electrode (cathode), while both electrodes are fixed coaxially and insulated 17	

by a Teflon base. A ring magnet is placed outside the cylindrical cathode, generating an upward 18	

magnetic field to stabilize and accelerate the arc. The gas mixture is injected into the RGA reactor 19	

through three tangential inlets and swirls as a cyclonic flow around the inner electrode. The arc is 20	

ignited initially at the narrowest gap (2 mm) between the electrodes and then starts rotating rapidly 21	

under the combined effect of a swirling flow and a Lorentz force, generating a stable three-22	

dimensional plasma arc zone for chemical reactions. A more detailed description of the RGA reactor 23	
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can be found in our previous works [47].  1	

	2	
(a) 3	

	4	
(b) 5	

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the RGA plasma experimental setup (a) and the RGA reactor (b). 6	

 7	

Feed. As shown in Fig. 1, the flow of toluene (purity ≥99.5%, J.T. Baker) solvent and deionized 8	

water is controlled by high-resolution syringe pumps (Harvard, 11 plus) and injected into a preheated 9	

(200 °C) stainless-steel pipe, generating a steady-state vapour flow mixed with a nitrogen flow before 10	

injected into the RGA reactor.  11	

Power supply – Optical measurement. The RGA reactor is connected to a DC power supply 12	
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(Teslaman TLP2040) with a maximum peak voltage of 10 kV. A resistance of 40 kΩ is connected to 1	

the power supply in series to limit the current. The arc voltage and current waveforms are recorded 2	

by a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO4034B). An optical fibre is placed at 6 cm above the plasma 3	

arc to record the emission spectra of the RGA by using an emission spectrometer equipped a 750-mm 4	

monochromator (PI-Acton 2750) and an intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) (PI-MAX 2, 5	

512×512 pixel). Note the plasma arc is rotating rapidly and is dynamic. Thus, the collected spectra 6	

represent the integrated intensity of the plasma emission along the line-of-sight across the “plasma 7	

disc”, as similarly reported in other works [48-50]. 8	

Analysis of liquid and gaseous products. In the plasma reforming of tar, three successive 9	

absorption bottles are placed in an ice water bath to condense and collect unconverted toluene and 10	

condensable by-products generated in the reaction. The first two bottles contain hexane solvent to 11	

absorb condensable products and the last one is kept empty to collect entrained droplets. The collected 12	

liquid samples are qualitatively analyzed using a gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS, 13	

Agilent 6890N GC/5975B MSD), while the gaseous products are quantitatively measured by a gas 14	

chromatograph (GC, Agilent 490 Micro GC; columns: MS5A 10m BF and PPU 10m BF; carrier gas: 15	

helium and argon). 5 Standard solutions of toluene/hexane (500 to 3000 mg/L) were used for 16	

obtaining the calibration curves of toluene. In each experiment, the collected liquid sample in a 17	

specific experimental period was diluted with hexane to 100 ml, to quantify the unconverted toluene 18	

in the product. 19	

Test program. To evaluate the effect of CO2, steam and their combination on the plasma reforming 20	

of toluene, four experiments are carried out using different gas compositions: I. N2 + CO2 (0-36%), 21	

II. N2 + 16% H2O + CO2 (0-36%), III. N2 + H2O (0-24%) and IV. N2 + 12% CO2 + H2O (0-24%). The 22	

total flow rate is fixed at 0.6 Nm3/h with an input toluene concentration of 10 g/Nm3, unless otherwise 23	
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specified. As the inert carrier gas N2 can be considered as unreacted in the process, the outlet gas flow 1	

rate is calculated based on the inlet N2 flow rate and the detected N2 concentration in the effluent gas. 2	

The discharge powers under the studied conditions were 375±20W for Test I, 410±5W for Test II, 3	

400±25W for Test III, 410±40W for Test IV. 4	

The conversion of toluene and energy efficiency of the plasma process are defined as: 5	

7 8 in 7 8 out

7 8 in

[C H ] [C H ]
Conversion (%) = 100%

[C H ]
- 

´ 	            (1) 6	

grams of toluene converted per min
 (g/kWh) =Energy efficienc

P(W) 60/360
y

0000´
         (2) 7	

where [C7H8] is the moles of toluene (mol) and P is the discharge power (W). 8	

Note that the power consumed on the temperature controller was not taken into account in the 9	

calculation of energy efficiency, in consistence with similar works [13, 27, 51]. 10	

The carbon balance is determined by: 11	

7 8 out 2 out out x y out

7 8 in 2 in

(%)= 100%
+ 

7[C H ]  + [CO ]  + [CO]  + sum of x[C H ]
Carbon balance 

7[C H ] [CO ]
´      (3) 12	

where [CO2]out and [CO]out are the moles of CO2 and CO in the effluent gas; [CxHy] indicates the 13	

moles of CH4, C2H2, C2H4 or C2H6 in the effluent gas. Note that the generated liquid by-products 14	

(trace amounts) and the solid carbon, which cannot be quantified in this work, are not taken into 15	

account in the carbon balance calculation. 16	

 17	

3. Results and discussion 18	

3.1 OES diagnostics of the RGA plasma 19	

Optical emission spectroscopy diagnostics have been used to understand the formation of reactive 20	

species generated by the RGA plasma using different carrier gas compositions and to get new insights 21	

into the possible reaction mechanisms and pathways in the plasma reforming of toluene. Typical 22	
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emission spectra of the RGA plasma with different carrier gas compositions are shown in Fig. 2.  1	

	2	

Fig. 2. The OES spectra observed for different carrier gas composition. 3	

 4	

Nitrogen. The spectrum of the N2 RGA is dominated by the second positive system (SPS) of N2 5	

bands 3 3C Π (ν'') B Π (ν'')u g®  and the first negative system (FNS) of N+ bands 2 2B Σ (ν') X Σ (ν'')u g
+ +® . 6	

Besides, several weak ( 2 2A (ν') X Π(ν'')+ ®S ) bands of NOg also appear at 210–250 nm, possibly 7	

because of the presence of a trace impurity in the gas. The detected bands confirm the presence of 8	

nitrogen molecules *
2N  at different excited states ( 3

2 uN (A )+å , 3
2 gN (B )Õ and '1

2 uN (a )-å , etc.); these 9	

are vital for initiating and driving reactions.  10	

N2/H2O plasma. In the N2/H2O plasma, in addition to the N2 SPS bands, N2
+ FNS bands and NOg 11	

bands, the OH ( 2 2A (ν') X Π(ν'')+ ®S ) system within 280–325 nm and the NH ( 3 3A (ν') X (ν'')® SP ) 12	

transition centred at 336.0 nm can be found: Fig. 2 presents partially enlarged figures of OH (A→X) 13	

transitions and NOg (A→X) bands.  14	
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N2/H2O/CO2 plasma. In the N2/H2O/CO2 plasma, the relative intensity of OH and NH bands is 1	

reduced while a strong CN violet system ( 2 2B Σ X Σ® ) is observed, indicating the breaking of C=O 2	

chemical bonds and their recombination with nitrogen, presumably via N2 excited states and N2
+.   3	

 4	

3.2 Effect of CO2 addition 5	

Fig. 3 presents the effect of CO2 concentration on the conversion of toluene and energy efficiency 6	

of the plasma process with or without the presence of 16% H2O (Reference to test I and II). Clearly, 7	

increasing CO2 concentration decreases the conversion of toluene in the plasma reforming regardless 8	

of the steam addition, indicating that adding CO2 somewhat suppresses the conversion of toluene. 9	

Possibly, more electrons and excited nitrogen molecules produced in the plasma region could be de-10	

energized and consumed by CO2 molecules, instead of toluene. As a result, part of the input energy 11	

is used for the dissociation of CO2 into CO. The promoting effect of excited N2 molecules on CO2 12	

conversion was reported by Indarto et al. [52] using a knife-shaped gliding arc plasma system. 13	

Moreover, Heijkers et al. [53] developed a chemical kinetics model to understand the plasma 14	

chemistry in a CO2/N2 microwave plasma and reported that N2 contributes to populating the lower 15	

asymmetric levels of CO2, leading to a higher CO2 conversion when increasing N2 fraction. In this 16	

experiment, the formation of strong CN violet bands in the spectrum of the N2/H2O/CO2 RGA plasma 17	

demonstrates the interaction between CO2 and excited N2 in the plasma reforming of toluene (Fig. 2). 18	

In addition, the decrease of excited nitrogen molecules also contributes to the decreased conversion 19	

of toluene due to the reduced chance for the reaction of toluene with excited nitrogen species. 20	
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	1	

Fig. 3. Effect of input CO2 concentration on the toluene conversion and energy efficiency (test I and II). 2	

 3	

	4	

(a)                                      (b) 5	

Fig. 4. Effect of input CO2 concentration on gaseous products 6	

(a) N2 + CO2 (test I), (b) N2 +16% H2O + CO2 (test II). 7	

 8	

In addition, the energy efficiency of the process also decreases from 12.53 to 9.79 g/kWh when 9	

increasing CO2 concentration with the presence of H2O. Until now, limited efforts have been devoted 10	

to understanding the effect of gas composition on tar reforming. Pemen et al. [54] investigated the 11	
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individual effect of H2O, CO2 and H2 on the removal of naphthalene using a pulsed corona discharge. 1	

They found that the presence of CO2 in the plasma reforming process costed more energy compared 2	

to the addition of steam in the same process. 3	

Fig. 4 shows the influence of CO2 concentration on the volume fraction of gaseous products. H2 4	

and CO are found as major gas products. With the increase of CO2 concentration, the volume fraction 5	

of CO initially increases, reaching a peak at a CO2 content of 24% and then slightly decreases, 6	

regardless of the steam addition. By contrast, the volume fraction of H2 is decreased when increasing 7	

CO2 concentration, which could be ascribed to the presence of reverse water-gas shift reaction (R1) 8	

in the plasma tar reforming. An exception can be observed in Fig. 4(b) with the presence of 16% H2O, 9	

i.e., the CO volume fraction decreases with increasing CO2 concentration to over 24%. This is 10	

probably related to the significant drop in the conversion of toluene in these conditions (see Fig. 3) 11	

that is caused by the excessive amounts of CO2 added in the plasma system with the presence of 16% 12	

H2O (H2O has a negative effect on toluene conversion at relatively high contents (see Section 3.3)). 13	

2 2 2CO H CO H O+ ® +  (R1) 14	

In addition, a small amount of CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6 are found in the gas phase. C2H2 and 15	

CH4 are the dominant hydrocarbons while the concentrations of C2H4 and C2H6 are almost negligible, 16	

implying that the energy density of the RGA discharge is sufficiently high for stepwise 17	

dehydrogenation of C2H6 and C2H4 to C2H2. Our previous modelling work has proved that the 18	

electron impact dissociation of C2H6 and C2H4 can contribute significantly to the formation of C2H4 19	

and C2H2, respectively [44]. A similar phenomenon was reported in plasma dry reforming of methane 20	

and carbon dioxide in which C2H2 was found as the major hydrocarbon [20, 55]. The significant drop 21	

of C2H2 fraction upon rising CO2 concentration partially manifests that the reactive species produced 22	

in the plasma region could be de-energized by CO2 addition.  23	
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3.3 Effect of steam addition 1	

Adding an appropriate amount of steam (Fig. 5) shows a positive influence on the conversion of 2	

toluene: gradually increases with rising steam concentration, reaching a maximum of 85.2% and 80.4% 3	

at a steam concentration of 16% in test III and IV, respectively, and then declines when further 4	

increasing steam content. Whereas, no significant influence of steam concentration on energy 5	

efficiency can be observed. In the presence of steam, numerous OH radicals are generated through 6	

the collision of H2O with energetic electrons and excited N2 species (see the OES spectra in Fig. 2). 7	

The generated OH radicals could oxidize toluene and reaction intermediates, creating new reaction 8	

pathways for direct and indirect destruction of toluene, and consequently enhanced the conversion of 9	

toluene and energy efficiency of the plasma reforming process, which can also be confirmed from 10	

both experimental and simulation studies [56-59].  11	

	12	

Fig. 5. Effect of input H2O concentration on the toluene conversion and energy efficiency (test III and IV). 13	

 14	

On the other hand, water also has an adverse effect on toluene conversion due to its electronegative 15	

characteristics. Too many H2O molecules limit the electron density in the discharge region and quench 16	
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the reactive chemical species, causing a further decrease of the conversion and energy efficiency. 1	

Similar results were reported by Chun et al. [29] and Du et al. [60] when using gliding arc discharge 2	

for benzene and toluene decomposition, respectively. Note that the quenching effect of H2O molecule 3	

on electrons and reactive species in the plasma system has been evidenced and extensively 4	

investigated [61-64]. 5	

	6	

                           (a)                                     (b) 7	

Fig. 6. Effect of input H2O concentration on gaseous product components 8	

(a) N2+H2O (test III), (b) N2+12%CO2+H2O (test IV). 9	

 10	

Fig. 6 shows the effect of steam concentration on the production of gaseous products. In addition 11	

to H2 and CO, CO2 is found as one of the major products in the case of adding steam alone, as shown 12	

in Fig. 6a. With rising steam concentration, the water gas shift reaction (R2) plays a more important 13	

role in the reforming process, leading to the increased volume fraction of CO2 and H2, as well as the 14	

decreased CO formation. Note that an abrupt drop of the C2H2 volume fraction can be found in Fig. 15	

6a when the steam concentration changes from 0 to 4%. This is a favourable result since C2H2 has 16	

been proved to be a primary soot precursor during thermal cracking [65]. In the RGA plasma, C2 17	
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intermediates can be sufficiently oxidized by OH radicals, and lead to subsequent reactions involving 1	

CH4 to form mainly CO, rather than soot. The concentration of CH4 and C2H2 is less than 0.05% 2	

under all test conditions with oxidants. 3	

2 2 2CO H O CO H+ ® +    (R2) 4	

Fig. 7 presents the carbon balance as a function of the input CO2 concentration. The balance merely 5	

reaches 42.3% without the addition of steam or CO2, due to the generation of a large amount of carbon 6	

deposition. When adding CO2 or H2O, this problem is well solved and the carbon balance is almost 7	

doubled as shown in Fig. 7, ensuring the stable operation of the RGA reactor. The addition of CO2 or 8	

H2O increases the formation of oxidative species in the plasma that can suppress the formation of 9	

carbon deposition. 10	

	11	

Fig. 7 Carbon balance versus input CO2 concentration. 12	

 13	

3.4 Reaction mechanisms 14	

 15	

 16	
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Table 1. Relevant liquid by-product structures identified by GC-MS. 1	

Carrier gas Specific by-products General by-products 

N2 
 

Benzonitrile  
4-methyl 

-benzonitrile 

 
3-methyl 

-benzonitrile 
2-methyl 

-benzonitrile 

 

Ethylbenzene 

 

Phenylethyne 

N2/CO2/H2O 

 

Phenol 
 

Benzaldehyde 
 

Benzylalcohol 

 
Indene 

 
Naphthalene 

 2	

To reveal the possible reaction pathways and mechanisms of toluene destruction in the RGA plasma, 3	

the condensed liquid by-products with their relevant structures are listed in Table 1. Ethylbenzene, 4	

phenylethyne, indene and naphthalene are the major monocyclic and bicyclic products formed in the 5	

reaction regardless of the addition of steam or CO2 (‘general by-products’ in Table 1). Trace amounts 6	

of aliphatic compounds, such as decane and dodecane, are also detected in both cases. Their relevant 7	

structures were already reported in our previous work [47]. Apart from these general by-products, 8	

dissimilarities can be found among some N-compounds identified in the plasma reforming process 9	

with and without using CO2 and steam. When using pure N2 as a carrier gas, benzonitrile and three 10	

isomers of methyl-benzonitrile are formed through the recombination of CN radicals with phenyl or 11	

with methylphenyl. However, in the N2/CO2/H2O discharge, the presence of oxidative radicals in the 12	

reaction produces oxygen-containing compounds such as phenol, benzaldehyde and benzylalcohol. 13	

It should be noted that further detailed quantitative study of the liquid by-products is still needed to 14	

confirm the above hypothesis. 15	

The presence of reactive species is vital for cracking tar in a plasma. The main reaction mechanism 16	
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generally proceeds through three steps: (i) generation of reactive species; (ii) reactive species chain 1	

reactions leading to tar destruction; and (iii) reactive species termination [54, 66]. According to the 2	

steady-state hypothesis, postulating that similar numbers of radicals are created and removed, the 3	

steps (i) and (iii) are often considered to be in balance. Equating their rates allows to formulate a 4	

reaction rate expression and obtain the reaction order of the entire reaction system. Reactions (ii) are 5	

much more frequent, and determine the chain length. They comprise H-abstraction reactions 6	

involving reactive radicals and toluene, as well as reactions describing the further decomposition of 7	

the resulting, still relatively stable radical. The latter can fragmentize by stepwise breaking of C-C-8	

bonds, rearrange, or even condense and polymerize, paving the way to further condensation, 9	

dehydrogenation and carbonization, in brief ‘coking’. 10	

Excited nitrogen molecules N2
*, hydroxyl radicals OH and oxygen atoms O can be initially 11	

produced following electron impact dissociation via reactions R3-R5. Besides, the generated N2
* can 12	

further facilitate the dissociation of water and carbon dioxide via reactions R6 and R7, as the energy 13	

of the 3
2 uN (A )+å , 3

2 gN (B )Õ  and '1
2 uN (a )-å  states is high enough, with a value of 6.17 eV, 7.35 eV 14	

and 8.4 eV, respectively.  15	

Toluene conversion in an RGA plasma may proceed through H abstraction and consecutive 16	

benzene ring cleavage; these reactions are induced by energetic electrons, excited nitrogen molecules 17	

and free radicals via reactions R8-R16 [28, 57-59]. Trushkin et al. [58] developed a kinetic model of 18	

toluene decomposition in a DBD plasma, suggesting that the direct contribution of the electron impact 19	

decomposition of toluene does not exceed 2%, and the main channels of toluene decomposition in 20	

pure N2 are associated with metastable energetic 3
2 uN (A )+å  and '1

2 uN (a )-å molecules.  21	

In the presence of steam, the OH radicals make the largest contribution to toluene destruction [59]. 22	

Moreover, the OH radical creates an additional reaction route for toluene decomposition, starting with 23	
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the addition of OH to the aromatic ring through reaction R15 [28, 60]. In the presence of CO2, the 1	

oxygen atoms generated by reactions R5 and R7 might also participate in decomposing toluene 2	

through reaction R16. However, compared to the reaction coefficient (6.16×10-12 cm3/mol•s, 298 K) 3	

of a hydroxyl radical OH with a toluene molecule (R14), the reaction between O atoms and toluene 4	

molecules is two orders of magnitude slower, with a reaction coefficient of 7.63×10-14 cm3/mol•s (298 5	

K) [67, 68]. 6	

 7	

R3 to R7 represent the most obvious reactive species generating reactions 8	

*
2 2e N N e+ ® +                                                       (R3) 9	

2e H O OH H e+ ® + +                           (R4) 10	

2e CO CO O e+ ® + + 	 	 	 (R5) 11	

*
2 2 2N H O OH H N+ ® + +   (R6) 12	

*
2 2 2N CO CO O N+ ® + + 	 	 	 (R7) 13	

 14	

The tar destruction reactions centre on destabilizing toluene 15	

6 5 3 6 5 2C H CH e C H CH H e+ ® + +    (R8) 16	

6 5 3 6 5 3C H CH e C H CH e+ ® + +    (R9) 17	

3
6 5 3 2 u 6 5 2 2C H CH N (A ) C H CH H N++ å ® + +    (R10) 18	

3
6 5 3 2 u 6 5 3 2C H CH N (A ) C H CH N++ å ® + +    (R11) 19	

3
6 5 3 2 u 6 4 3 2C H CH N (A ) C H CH H N++ å ® + +    (R12) 20	

'1
6 5 3 2 u 5 6 2 2 2C H CH N (a ) C H C H N-+ å ® + +    (R13) 21	

6 5 3 6 5 2 2C H CH OH C H CH H O+ ® +    (R14) 22	

6 5 3 2 6 5 3 2C H CH OH N C H (OH)CH N+ + ® +   (R15) 23	
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3
6 5 3 6 5 2C H CH O( P) C H CH OH+ ® +    (R16) 1	

 2	

Reactive species termination reactions 3	

2OH CO CO H+ ® +   (R17) 4	

2 2 2O CO N CO N+ + ® +   (R18) 5	

3 2 4 2H CH N CH N+ + ® +    (R19) 6	

2 2 2H OH N H O N+ + ® +    (R20) 7	

2H H M H M+ + ® +    (R21) 8	

  9	

Fig. 8. Possible mechanisms of toluene destruction in the RGA plasma. 10	

 11	

The possible reaction pathways for toluene destruction are schematically shown in Fig. 8, as based 12	
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on the aforementioned discussion. Initially, H atoms more easily derive by breaking a C-H bond from 1	

the substituted methyl group via R8 and R10 than from the benzene ring, resulting in C6H5CH2 or 2	

benzyl radical generation. The radical rapidly interacts with O atoms, forming benzaldehyde 3	

C6H5CHO, which is efficiently further oxidized by O atoms and OH radicals to form C6H5CO and 4	

then the phenyl radical C6H5. 5	

Such a phenyl radical could easily react with OH and CN radicals, leading to the formation of 6	

phenol and benzonitrile. Ethylbenzene and benzylalcohol, detected in the liquid samples by GC-MS, 7	

can be produced from recombination of benzyl radicals with methyl radicals and OH radicals, 8	

respectively. 9	

The generation of indene suggests that toluene destruction is accompanied by reactions proceeding 10	

with benzene ring cleavage and producing the bi-radical HC=CH and methyl-cyclobutadiene via R13. 11	

Indene can be composed by the recombination of benzyl radical and a bi-radical HC=CH, followed 12	

by ring closure. Besides, bi-radicals HC=CH could form acetylene through their rearrangement. The 13	

main pathway for naphthalene formation is speculated to be the dehydrogenation of 1,2-14	

dihydronaphthalene, which could be formed by interactions of benzyl and propargyl radicals. The 15	

three isomers of methyl-benzonitrile are generated from the recombination of CN radicals with 16	

methylphenyl C6H4CH3 produced through R12. An overwhelming majority of the aforementioned 17	

intermediate products can be oxidized to final products (CO, H2 and CO2) through the interaction 18	

with oxygen atoms and hydroxyl radicals. Moreover, the radical termination reactions (R17-R21) are 19	

also responsible for the formation of gaseous products. 20	

Moreover, thermal cracking of toluene probably exists in the RGA plasma system due to the 21	

relatively high overall gas temperature of the plasma. Based on previous measurement results of using 22	

a thermal couple and a thermal infrared imager, the gas temperature downstream the arc is lower than 23	
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800 ℃. Our experiments showed that the conversion of toluene by thermal decomposition only 1	

reached 5.2% at a temperature of 800 ℃ (with a residence time of 0.17s in a tube furnace). Note that 2	

in the RGA reactor, the total residence time of the injected gas in the chamber between the plasma 3	

arc and the outlet was calculated to be around 0.24 s, which is comparable to that in thermal 4	

decomposition experiments. However, it is still unclear how significantly the thermal effect plays a 5	

role in the destruction of tar. There is currently no available technique to directly detect the gas 6	

temperature inside the arc column, but as simulated by some authors, the gas temperature inside the 7	

arc can be up to 2700 K [32]. That means thermal cracking of toluene may proceed inside and 8	

surrounding the arc column. Further efforts of experiments and simulation are still needed to 9	

understand the role of thermal effect in non-thermal assisted tar destruction process.  10	

 11	

3.5 Comparison and further improvement 12	

Table 2 shows a comparison of the performance of tar reforming using different non-thermal 13	

plasmas. Clearly, each previous work using other non-thermal plasmas has at least one defect like 14	

low conversion, low processing capacity (flow rate) or low energy efficiency, while the RGA shows 15	

a relatively balanced performance. Compared to the DBD plasmas in [70-71], the RGA plasma could 16	

offer a significantly higher processing capacity and a higher or comparable energy efficiency. 17	

However, it is surprising that the DBD plasma in [27] exhibited almost the highest tar conversion 18	

(96%) together with the highest energy efficiency (25%) even at a very high tar content (180 g/Nm3) 19	

compared to other works (0.05-82 g/Nm3). Compared to microwave discharges, the RGA plasma has 20	

higher energy efficiency and does not need a vacuum device. Also, note that the RGA reactor is more 21	

feasible to be scaled up compared to the traditional flat GA, since its 3D geometry ensures a sufficient 22	

mixing effect between the reactants and the plasma region.  23	
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From an economical viewpoint, the energy efficiency of plasma methods for tar elimination should 1	

be further improved. Nair et al. carried out a pilot test by coupling a pulsed corona reactor to a biomass 2	

gasifier and reported that 20% of the final electrical output from biomass gasification was used to 3	

power the plasma process [24]. Further improvement of tar conversion and energy efficiency can be 4	

expected by developing new reactor designs or using a pulsed power source which can significantly 5	

reduce the energy cost of the plasma process by a factor of four. In addition, the combination of the 6	

plasma with appropriate catalysts has great potential to generate a synergistic effect resulted from the 7	

interaction between the plasma and catalyst, which can significantly enhance the destruction of tars 8	

and syngas yield, as well as the energy efficiency of the process. Tao et al. combined a pulsed plasma 9	

with Ni catalysts for the destruction of toluene as a model tar and found that the conversion of toluene 10	

was almost doubled compared to the plasma reforming or catalytic reforming at the same temperature 11	

[40]. A synergistic effect between plasma and catalyst was also reported in our previous study by 12	

combining an RGA discharge with Ni catalysts for biogas reforming [55]. 13	

 14	

Table 2. Comparison of tar elimination using different non-thermal plasmas 15	

Plasma 
reactor 

Tar 
compound 

Tar content 
(g/Nm3) 

Working 
gas 

Flow rate 
(Nm3/h) 

Conversion  
(%) 

Energy efficiency  
(g/kWh) 

Reference 

DC corona Naphthalene 0.05 N2/O2 0.3 35 3.2 [69] 

DBD Toluene 82 CO2 0.006 99 5.0 [70] 

DBD Benzene 36 CO2 0.0024 ~99 14.0 [71] 

DBD Toluene 180 N2/steam 0.009 96 25 [27] 

Microwave Pine tar 4.2 N2/Ar 0.76 >99.0 4.5 [26] 

GA Toluene 23.5 N2/steam 0.23 35.8 16 [28] 

GA Benzene 4.3 N2/steam 1.00 82.6 20.9 [29] 

GA Naphthalene 1.3 N2 0.41 ~70 ~2.5 [72] 

RGA Toluene 10.0 N2/steam 0.60 85.2 11.7 This work 
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It should be noted that, non-thermal plasma technology is recently emerging for tar reforming and 1	

most of current studies in this field are focusing on the reforming of model tar compounds, such as 2	

toluene and naphthalene, to test the performance of plasma used for tar reforming and to understand 3	

the underlying mechanisms. However, to advance the practical application of this promising 4	

technology, further studies on the application of plasma to a practical gasifier (or even bench scale 5	

facility) for tar reforming under real gasification conditions are still urgently needed. 6	

Compared with traditional physical or thermal methods for tar removal, the non-thermal plasma 7	

technology shows unique merits of high specific productivity, high reaction rate, low investment cost, 8	

and operation under mild conditions (i.e., atmospheric pressure and low temperature). This is 9	

noteworthy, due to the property of instant on/off, the plasma processes can directly use the 10	

intermittent renewable electricity, from wind and solar. It is commonly known that the curtailment of 11	

generation is a normal occurrence in a renewable energy plant. Therefore, non-thermal plasma 12	

technology is promising for tar reforming, especially when a renewable energy source can be used 13	

for plasma generation, in which case the operation cost can be significantly reduced. The scale up of 14	

plasma technology has been proved in some practical applications, such as polluted water treatment 15	

[73]. The scale up can be realized mostly via the multiple reactors (or electrodes) in series but not via 16	

the enlargement of a single reactor. However, before the plasma technology can be competitive to 17	

traditional tar removal methods, further enhancement of the energy efficiency at a relatively high tar 18	

conversion is still needed. 19	

 20	

4. Conclusion 21	

The influence of CO2 and steam, two major oxidants in the producer gas, on the destruction of 22	

toluene as a tar model compound in a novel RGA plasma reactor has been investigated in terms of 23	
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the conversion of toluene, gas production and the energy efficiency of the plasma process. The 1	

presence of CO2 in the plasma reforming reduces the destruction of toluene, while the addition of 2	

appropriate steam enhances the conversion of toluene with a maximum toluene destruction of 85.2% 3	

achieved at the optimal steam concentration of 16%. The presence of CO2 or steam in the plasma 4	

reforming process significantly reduces carbon deposition with syngas being the major gas products. 5	

OES diagnostics shows the production of a range of reactive species which make a significant 6	

contribution to the destruction of toluene and the reaction intermediates in the plasma reforming 7	

process. The possible major reaction pathways of toluene destruction in the RGA plasma have been 8	

proposed based on the analysis of gas and condensed liquid products combined with the emission 9	

spectra of the RGA plasma under different conditions.  10	

 11	
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